
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL s eisen 

WAS ESSEN DIE DEUTSCHEN? 

SOURDOUGH AND MORE: GERMAN BREAD AS CULTURAL HERITAGE 

Germans love bread, and they don't like to go without it when they are abroad. If things go as planned, 

this centuries-old tradition will soon be accepted into the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage list - and 

the chances are looking good. 

Pumpernickel, Ausgehobenes, Frankenlaib or Monsterlander Bauernstuten - these imaginative names 

are nearly as confusing for Germans as they are for foreigners, and with more than 700 unique bread 

types in Germany, the regional differences can be mindboggling. In fact, since the spring of 2011 , the 

German Federation of the Bakery Trade (GFBT) has been building an online bread index in order to 

pave the way for an application to the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage list. Every guild baker in 

Germany is allowed to enter his/her crusty creations on the site - by the end of August 2011 , roughly 

2,600 recipes had been logged. 

German bread as intangible cultural heritage 

Fresh rolls. known ac:. "Brotchen" (little breads), are 

popular for breakfast and as sandwich rolls in Germany. 
Pumpernickel bread is a traditional 

food staple in Germany. 

"Surprisingly few repetitions came up and we are not done yet," says the general manager of the 
federation, Amin Werner, excitedly. The goal of the project is to protect bread as an intangible legacy of 

German culture. "There are of course historical, social, geographical, biological and commercial reasons 
why we still produce such an amazing variety of baked goods," explains Werner, "and you can see that 

in the successful way the trade has been preserved. 

"Before UNESCO's decision, however, one major obstacle needs to be overcome: German ratification of 

the UNESCO Convention on Intangible Cultural Heritage, which went into effect in 2006. A feasibility 

study commissioned by the Ministry of Culture contained suggestions for nationwide implementation that 

have already been submitted, but the federal government and the states still need to agree on how this 

should be done as there will be obligations and costs that accompany the program. 

Peter Becker, president of the federation, emphasizes that, "Every country has developed practices, 

skills and handicrafts that are unique around the world: Ugandan bark cloth, Chinese acupuncture, 
French cuisine or Argentine tango are just a few examples. As such, traditional trades in Germany, such 

as baking, and the incredible variety of bread that exist here, have a very good chance of being 
recognized as an intangible cultural heritage - once Germany has finally signed the convention !" 


